The present $10,000 deficit in student government expenditures is primarily the result of "over-expenditure" by the Academic Commission, and the Social Commission. Student Government Treasurer John Coughlin said yesterday.

Coughlin estimated the Academic Commissions deficit to be in the neighborhood of $5,000, while the Social Commissions deficit from $6,000 to $9,000. "This is a large part of the total," Coughlin stated.

"No figures will be definite until August 31st," Coughlin said.

An enormous part of the Social Commission deficit will be made up of losses incurred if Grand Prix is not a money maker.

"If Grand Prix is successful, then the Social Commission deficit will be less," Coughlin declared. "Any profit we make will be channelled into the scholarship fund. We just want to get back expenses."

Coughlin cited two projects, one by each commission, whose losses made up large parts of their respective deficits. One was the Black Power Conference, which was run by the Academic Commission, and lost $4,000, while the play, "A Funny Thing Happened on the way to the Forum," run on junior parents weekend, by the social commission, lost $3,500.

"This deficit was no one's fault. The people uptight about these things would go, but they didn't. Anything these two commissions do is a game of stock market laws. "I have the feeling that unless he explains further, impeachment is a good possibility," Taft told a news conference.

Under the constitution, impeachment proceedings must begin in the House. If a bill of impeachment is agreed to by the House, the Senate then acts as a court in trying the impeached official.

Any House member may file an impeachment motion. It is explained that most of the deficit, $6,000-$9,000, was a result of collections, and all these figures are estimates.

"No figures will be definite until August 31st," Coughlin said.

Taff made his statement in response to questions while explaining a bill he and Sen. Robert Griffin, (R-Mich.), plan to introduce today. It would require federal judges to file information about their income, property holdings, gifts, honorariums and fees. Similar requirements are now in law for senators and congressmen.

Griffin led the successful fight last year against confirmation of Forts as Chief Justice. a post he was selected for by President Lyndon B. Johnson, a close friend.

During that fight, Griffin brought out that Forts had accepted a $15,000 fee raised from former private associates for conducting a legal seminar at American University.

"The Social Commission deficit will definitely be cut next year," Coughlin said.

"The Academic Commission will get just as much as they did this year," he claimed. "Nor will the Social Commission."

Coughlin plans to set up a "fund earmarked for absolutely nothing." This would be used to relieve any unexpected deficit, "in faculty debt."

If the Senate refuses to allow the referendum, or if the students vote it down, then Student Government will be forced to operate on a "drastically reduced budget."

"The Academic and Social Commissions would receive the most cuts," Coughlin claimed.

When asked what was the primary reason for the deficit, Coughlin said "It is a question of too many people trying to put on too much. We're trying to give the students a lot of activities, but we have to realize that there are limits we have to stay within," Coughlin stated.

The Student Assembly votes new curfews at SMC

In its first meeting, the Student Assembly voted last night to abolish the Class Vice President offices. A second motion combined Class Secretary and Treasurer into one position. The Assemblywomen based their recommendation on a poll for the hall government to take over activities which the classes had handled.

Prior to these proposals, the Assembly approved the appointments made by SBP Susan Turnball to the commissions of Student Services Organization, Sophomores' Deborah Leahy received approval as Student Body Treasurer, and Abe Fort as said he took a fee, but acceptance from financier Louis Wolfson.

Fortas said he took a fee, but later returned it when he discovered he would not be able to advise and write for Wolfson's family foundation. Wolfson has since gone to jail for violation of "Over-expenditure" cause of govt deficit

Happened on the way to the Social Commission deficit will be filed impeachment will be filed unless there is a vote to dismiss the fee he accepted from financier Louis Wolfson.
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Share the world with your fellow man.

A Honda parks in spaces cars can't use. Runs around all week on a gallon of gas. Slashes your insurance tab. Costs less to keep up. And can cost less initially than a car down-payment. With so many things it's little about, isn't it ironical that a Honda can make you such a charitable B.M.O.C.? HONDA
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KEEP IN TOUCH WITH BOTH WORLDS
GO HOLLYWOOD!
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Senior Class President Dave Witt and Senior Week Chairman Al Knappenberger today announced a major restructuring of the schedule of events for Senior Week. Originally planned as a series of six activities, the new schedule calls for a reduction of that number to four, as well as other changes in format.

The new Senior Week program will be kicked off Monday, May 12 with a free Wine and Cheese Feast at the Alumni Club. Beginning at 8:00 p.m. and open to all seniors, the event will feature 80 gallons of Rhein and Rose wines as well as a large assortment of American and imported cheeses. Additionally, there will be an unlimited supply of free beer. Entertainment will include W.C. Fields' movies and the sounds of the Jug Band.

Tuesday is being billed as "The Longest Happy Hour Ever." Seniors will be able to purchase two drinks for the price of one all night long at the Alumni Club.

Wednesday night will feature a free Viking Meal at the Alumni Club. Senior beef and ham will be supplemented by thousands of hamburgers and hot dogs all of which will be washed down by an unlimited supply of free beer. Tommy and the Toronadoes will play the best of easy rock.

Senior Week will conclude Thursday with a Traditional Pub Crawl. On that night, local tavern owners have agreed to give special discounts to members of the senior class upon presentation of a "Bar Certificate." Certificates will be available at all Senior Week activities.

CONCERTS

Friday May 9
MARK OF THE VAMPIRE
TOMB OF LIGEIA

Saturday May 10
LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS
THE FLY

Sunday May 11
DRACULA
ATTACK OF THE CRAB MONSTERS

The week's festivities will conclude with free beer at the Alumni Club from 1-3 a.m. According to Witt, the changes in format were prompted by several factors: "We were faced with a problem of quantity versus quality. By consolidating the number of activities, we have, I think, strengthened the program overall. Consolidation has also permitted us to open up all of the activities to all of the senior class.

Board formed

Rick Lobilowitz, head of the Free University, announced the formation of next year's Advisory Board.

The board will give suggestions for courses, as well as determining course leaders and policies. Notre Dame's representatives will be Paul Guernsey, Ed Welchman, Ed Roickle, and Mike Kelly. Ellen Rogen will represent the South Bend campus of Indiana University.

Concerts

Friday May 9
MARK OF THE VAMPIRE
TOMB OF LIGEIA

Saturday May 10
LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS
THE FLY

Sunday May 11
DRACULA
ATTACK OF THE CRAB MONSTERS

Three Weekends of Horror

Showings at
7:00 & 10:30

Friday May 9
MARK OF THE VAMPIRE
TOMB OF LIGEIA

Saturday May 10
LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS
THE FLY

Sunday May 11
DRACULA
ATTACK OF THE CRAB MONSTERS

**

Road Runner Cartoons Every Night

The Observer is published daily during the college semester except vacations by the students of the University of Notre Dame and St. Mary's College. Subscriptions may be purchased for $10 from The Observer, Box 11, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556.
Dear Mr. DeYoung:

Machines are in... People out... Net: Massive social disorientation

Approximately 58-million additional jobs were created, while some 50-million jobs were eliminated, leaving a net gain of 8-million positions. Significantly, technology in a large measure prompted the job gain, but was not the major cause of job losses. Rather, this resulted more from increased wage rates occasioned by statute and agreements negotiated with unions, and for the most part affected unskilled jobs, as might be expected.

The displacement, or redeployment, of workers resulting from automation certainly is no cause for alarm. Quite frequently, people are released from lower-paying jobs and advance to better-paying positions, all brought about by automation. Most firms applying newly available technologies retrain and place their employees in new positions, and invariably experience the need for additional personnel as well.

For the most part this means an upgrading of skills along with an increased income-earning potential, and expanded employment.

Compare the significant increase in the total work force of over 70 million, with average earnings of $2.50 per hour, to that of 63 million in 1965 whose hourly earnings averaged $2.00 (equivalent 1985 dollars). In other words, wage rates and employment both rose during a decade that witnessed considerable automated innovations.

Aside from these bare-bones statistical facts, the impact of automation is measurable in other terms; namely, the increasing release of man from dawn-to-dusk drudgery. Through the utilization of machines in lieu of brute force to increase productivity, significantly greater numbers have been able to shift to exciting new occupations that mean for them larger incomes and fuller lives. A vast spectrum of new activities through increasing applications of automation is profoundly affecting our whole mode of life. The future potential is as great as man's imaginative intelligence can develop.

Sincerely,

Russell DeYoung
Chairman, The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company
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An Tostal weekend

The Hall Presidents Council and J.E. Brogan describe this An Tostal weekend as a “dazzling ode to sun and surf.” We’re not quite sure whether the surf is coming from and in Indiana the sun is always a question mark, but regardless, the weekend is full of many different games, contests, and assorted trivia, and amazingly inexpensive.

An Tostal was conceived and inaugurated last spring. It was quite successful. This year the HPC has increased the “nemmyring” to include the selection of a queen, an expanded Gentle Thursday, and an Irish Barn Party Saturday night.

The whole idea of stacking beer cans, racing beds, milking cows, or even chasing pigs can seem ridiculous, yet last year it was proven that these simple diversions were really a lot of fun. In fact, many have said it was the best time they had all year. When one considers the cost of this weekend compared to other “gala ND weekends”, he cannot be faulted for thinking something is wrong.

The allotments for the weekend from Student Government and the hall councils add up to about fifty cents per student. For an additional five dollars any student can throw a lot of pies, dunk a lot of poobahs, and even take in a party Saturday night.

While we admit we like the Four Tops, Rascals, proms, and even go-carts, we hope the Student Union Social Commission will take a cue from the HPC and An Tostal weekend. It is more than time that they realize the most spectacular events are not always the best and certainly are the most expensive.

We congratulate the HPC for the job they have done setting up An Tostal weekend and we hope that such weekends will be planned more often than just once every spring.

Letters to the editor

Hall segregation

Editor: I would like to voice my objection to the current actions that Dillon, Alumni, and Waeh halls have taken regarding campus housing for Negroes. I believe the measures of segregation these halls have taken are unfair and in the process of tainting the continuing existence of Notre Dame as a community. I feel this way for the following three reasons:

1) Having blacks room together in definite sections of certain halls will certainly be easier on the black man; he will not have to continually prove to those immediately around him that the black man is equal to or better than the white man, since those around him will be of his own color. But, this is not what the black man should want if he wishes to be accepted as a person, he has to live with the rest of the community and become an integral part of it.

2) Having blacks room together will cause the blacks to be stereotyped; they will not be thought of as individuals, blacks. When approached as individuals it will definitely hurt the communication of blacks and even more so the blacks if the whites are not able to come into contact with the blacks, obviously the white’s concept of the black will not be able to improve; it will remain stagnant, and most likely incorrect or distorted.

3) Lastly, rooming blacks together in large groups is unfair to all other Notre Dame men. Room selection has always been based on seniority, grades, and stand hall rules. This year, being a freshman I was not able to get the room I wanted or the roommates I wanted to room with next year. Therefore, why should a freshman if he does not have a better average than I do, have the opportunity to room together with his friends in a good hall just because he is black.

Therefore, I would like to state that I am going to be a Dane black man in certain sections of the three dorms will be a grave and unnecessary mistake. I would like to have a better average than I do, have the opportunity to room together with his friends in a good hall just because he is black.

Brian M. O’Connor, Class of ’72

Joel replies

Editor: I hate to get into a controversy with the officials of Notre Dame’s “Ministry of Propaganda and Public Enlightenment,” but I feel I must respond to Mr. Murphy’s letter. I submit, without a doubt, that our Dear Dr. Martin Luther King’s name the dorm after fatcats similarly by word of mouth. This is that Notre Dame had to name the dorm after fatcats in order to get the money to pay the laborers. This year the HPC has increased the “nemmyring” to include the selection of a queen, a expanded Gentle Thursday, and an Irish Barn Party Saturday night. However, I would point to one other aspect of this situation. The Memorial Library has never existed for the benefit of the students. It is an open high-level secret that the building may be named for the man who would use his speaking ability to get his red hat and finally leaves. Perhaps “Le Grand Thoroughbred” can be persuaded that Dr. King was in fact a greater moral leader than himself and deserves the honor. It will be quite a task of persuasion, but perhaps it can be accomplished.

Joel Connely 216 Farley

Worth of ROTC

Though I will probably sign my name to this letter, I might as well be a member of the ROTC, my draft card number, my address, my telephone number, etc. These things present no problem of us is worth more than the total of his digits, still we are each day deprived of the very spirit that has been morbidly and the necessity of individual choice and conscience grows greater with that threat. The principle of personal choice and identity (particularly in our species democracy) is basic, and each tries to discover and develop his own identity. And yet we should remember that the choice of this one individual is but one choice, that a voluntary capitulation to the forces of depersonalization in the name of the individual. If any student were to object to the brutalization and depersonalization of the ROTC program, his choice is his and he should be respected. The Army, like the SDS, the lacrosse team, or Film Society, deserves to exist as an extracurricular opportunity for those who choose it. Yet, though we also learn from the SDS, the lacrosse team, and the films, still we are not given academic credit for them. Those who choose the dubious advantages of the ROTC program should not inconsistently be a credit unless credit is also given to those who choose other activities.

Steve Tapscott 221 Sorin
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By Ted Price

I guess everyone some time in his life is attracted by racing, especially where some kind of machine is involved. You have a chance to prove your skills against those of another person, to add a little more of potential danger. Your senses are all tuned to the sound of the engine, the feel of the road, almost ecstatically aware of your speed. At least that's the way you think it is, especially with a tiny go-kart.

So if you've never done it before, and you find an opportunity to try, you grab it and hang on, even though you're sure you'll come away with only one arm or something.

That's the way I felt last Thursday, when I was able to talk the Student Union and the Morrsyne team into permitting me three laps around the course in the Convo parking lot. Oh, I listened while all the safety features of karting were explained: how they are almost impossible to roll, how easy they are to drive without undue danger, and so forth. But then I looked closely at one of them.

When you think that these karts can approach fifty miles an hour, they begin to look like awfully flimsy vehicles. A few tubes bolted together with a padded seat and a two-stroke engine. Add a steering wheel, accelerator, brake and center bar, and there it is, folks, about 125 pounds of potential energy.

This is no big thing, really. The Morrisy drivers helped me into the required jacket and helmet. The bubble on the helmet was a little scary (Rogers and Ruggi were doubting as their own machines for the day) and it took a few seconds to adjust to the swiftly blurring vision. They lowered me into the soft leather seat and started the engine.

"Okay, Ted, your ignition switch is right here on the steering wheel, in case anything happens. [Wonderful!] Take it easy, and good luck.

I was starting straight ahead, clutching the wheel for dear life, this vibrating monster. I understand that sometimes journalism is dangerous, but this was certainly above and beyond the call of duty.

The starter then flagged me onto the track. I gulped and pressed my right foot to the accelerator. The kart began to move, and I began to sweat.

I turned onto the straightaway, and pushed harder on the accelerator. Sitting so low, you get the same impression as you do in a car doing eighty. I looked off to my right and saw the stands moving by at what I estimated to be about thirty miles an hour.

My first real test came at the end of the backstretch when I had to negotiate the hairpin turn of about 150 degrees. I was sure I was coming into it far too fast, but it couldn't compare to this little kart. You sit very close to where you're going and the wind around the helmet, the vibration through the seat, and the roar in your ears convince you that you're a modern day speed hero. I was Jimmy Clark in a Formula I, Captain Midnight in his jet, Snoopy in his bone with Charlie Brown's flying saucer.

Coming around the front straight in front of the stands on the last lap, I put up my hand to signal those behind me that I would be exiting for the pit area. I made the turn, and on my way behind the pole, pushed the bubble back and let the cool air on my face. I rolled slowly into the Morrisyne pit at the end, and noticed that where I had been clutching the wheel in a two-handed death grip, I now rested my right hand on top of the wheel, relaxed, in Mom's wagon. I could feel my face in a broad grin.

All Rogers helped me up from the kart while Mark Ruggi went to the rear to take care of mechanical considerations. Rogers looked at me and saw that a lot of conversation was unnecessary.

"Great, huh?"

"Yeah." Eat your heart out, Plimpton.

---

Tell it to Tommy

Dear Tommy,

Can you please explain for me why Milwaukee has so many double beds? I'm a little large as the one we'll be racing with," explained Mark Ruggi, one of the regular drivers. "So take it a little easier, and let's get into it.

Dear Tommy,

I know you say right now that I think your idea for a column is ridiculous. It is a steady attempt at sensationalism and is a prostitution of emotions which are closest to the human heart. From what I know of you personally, you have no care for anyone's feelings and no sense of the deeply human. Don't you understand how your words are going to make people feel? You will fail miserably, and is a prostitution of emotions which are closest to the human heart. From what I know of you personally, you have no care for anyone's feelings and no sense of the deeply human. Don't you understand how your words are going to make people feel? You will fail miserably.

Dear Confused,

I can't explain why Milwaukee has so many double beds. But maybe the large number of them explains the size of Milwaukee.
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DO YOUR THING


Ten pigs arrive on campus

Ron Mastriana bought ten hogs last night for the An Tostal pig chase on Saturday. The ten pigs, which average 143.5 pounds apiece and cost the An Tostal Committee $308.99, were obtained at Wallace Investments Inc.'s weekly livestock auction in Walkerton, Ind.

The hogs will be put in a round pen on Saturday and will have to face teams of four which will try to capture as many of the greased pigs as possible in the allotted time. The pigs which survive their ordeal will then be resold at next Wednesday's auction.

Gary Gardner of the An Tostal Committee convinced Mastriana, general chairman for the May 8-11 weekend, to buy the pigs and then resell them after Ron had no luck in trying to borrow the animals.

Gene Hatke, who is in charge of the pig chase, and Mastriana asked thirteen different farmers if they could borrow ten-150 pound pigs for the An Tostal event. But the most common reply the two received was, "Are you guys nuts?" Other farmers gave a simple and straight "No!"

Paul Piefker, Mastriana's special assistant, and Hatke accompanied Mastriana to the auction yesterday afternoon. When they arrived in Walkerton Mastriana asked Joe Golubski, a Wallace employee, to do the bidding for him.

"Golubski was about the only person who didn't say I was crazy when I told him why I wanted to buy the pigs," Mastriana explained.

Hatke and Mastriana then jumped into the pens to inspect the hogs before the bidding took place. When he got out Mastriana remarked, "I swear I'm going to throw these clothes away when I get back. I think that one sow kissed me."

Five hours later the right pigs came up for bid. "When I saw what I wanted, I signaled Golubski and he took care of the rest," Mastriana said. Golubski then agreed to care for the An Tostal pigs until Saturday when Mastriana will pick them up and bring them back to ND SMC workshop

Burr Tillstrom, the originator of the Kukla, Fran and Ollie television characters will be among a series of communications experts who will lecture at a five-day communications workshop to be held at Saint Mary's College in June.

The workshop sponsored by the Saint Mary's Art Department will combine the series of talks and films with experiments involving newer concepts of mass communications. The program will be held from June 2 to 6 and will offer one graduate credit.

In addition to Tillstrom, a media critic and program director, other lecturers will include Harley Parker, a consultant for the Center for Culture and Technology and collaborator with media authority Marshall McLuhan; Joseph Carlson, of the Office of Technology Utilization, National Aeronautics and Space Administration who will speak on the "spin-off" ideas for communications developed through NASA research; Yale University painter Jack Tworkov, and Saint Mary's College linguist Dilaver Berberi.

Persons interested in enrolling in the workshop are asked to contact Sister M. Jeanne Finske, C.S.C., coordinator of the Saint Mary's College Summer Session.

COMING BACK

PAPA WHelan

BADIN LOVES YOU

1969 AN TOSTAL MAY 8 - 10

THURSDAY (Main Quad)

AFTERNOON

Outdoor Play

Trivia Bowl

EVENING

Band

Dunking — BMOC's

Jail

Pie Throw

Beer Can Stacking

White Elephant Sale

Three Legged Race

Flour Blowing

SLAVE AUCTION

FRIDAY

Beach Party

(St. Joe's)

12:00-1:30 Picnic

1:30 Bed Race

2:00 Water Brigade

2:30 Pie Eating

3:00 Tug of War

3:30 Cow Milking

4:00 Touch Football

5:00 Pig Chase

7:30 IRISH BARN PARTY

Guitarists Welcome -

Thursday Afternoon &

Saturday at the Picnic

SATURDAY

GRAND

PRlX

MAY 10, 1:00 SPRiNT RACE

MAY 17 1:30 RACE FINALS

Tickets: Gilberts, Bookstore, Dining Halls

COME BACK
McCoy doubtful for Saturday

It is bad enough to be shut out in a football game, but it's even worse when some of those who do the damage are your former teammates. That situation may prevail this Saturday when the Blue meets the Gold in the annual intra-squad game in the Stadium at 1:30.

Injuries have removed Pat Mudron from the picture and made Mike McCoy a doubtful starter; so the second team Gold eleven may see four freshmen manning the defensive line. Walt Patulski, who played high school ball as a fullback and freshman football as a tight end, and Fred Swendsen will start at the ends. Walt Patulski, who played high school bass as a fullback and frosh ball as a tight end, and Fred Swendsen will start at the ends. Greg Marx will man one tackle spot and, if McCoy's cut knee fails to respond by Saturday, Mike Zikas will replace him at the other.

Mike Zikas will replace him at the other. Backing up the fresh front line, however, will be a veteran quartet of linebackers. Defensive captain Bob Olson heads the group, which includes Larry Schumacher, Tim Kelly, and Bob Neidert. There has been a battle going on in the defensive secondary between trios of frosh and vets. Saturday, it looks like Chuck "Slick" Zloch, and John Gassert will team with freshman speedster Clarence Fllis. One freshman who was making noise during practice, Ed Gulyas, has been hurt and will probably not play much.

Little Joe Theismann will start a new season off bedeviling bigger opponents as he quarterbacks the Blues. His running mates will most likely be Ed Ziegler and freshman Andy Huff at halfback and Jeff Zimmerman at fullback.

Dewey Poskon is the choice at tight end, but there are several candidates for the split end post. Jim deArrieta, Tom Eaton, and Tom Gatewood should each see plenty of action, for one side or the other.

The offensive line has been partly rebuilt due to graduation losses. Jim Reilly and Larry DiNardo are veterans on the left side of the line, while Mike Martin and Gary Kos will cover the right tackle and guards spots. Mike Orand, a starter much of last season, will be at center.

Rugby

The following is the schedule for the Irish Challenge Cup Rugby Tournament, to be held on Saturday and Sunday:

SATURDAY (behind Stepan Center)
10:00, Chicago Lions Club vs. the Irish Canadian Club
11:15, Notre Dame vs. Army
1:00, Irish Canadian "B" vs. Notre Dame "B"
2:15, Irish Canadian vs. Army
3:30, Notre Dame vs. Chicago Lions

SUNDAY (in the Stadium)
1:00, Chicago Lions vs. Army
2:15, Notre Dame vs. Irish Canadians
3:30, Notre Dame "B" vs. Chicago Lions "B"
And you say pitching’s the name of the game?

By Mike Pavlin

Bob Jaeger scattered seven hits and Bill Orna held a one-hitter going into the sixth inning to give Notre Dame a 4-3 victory over Hillsdale College yesterday afternoon. Tuesday, the Irish absorbed a 17-12 pounding from Michigan State in a wild free-for-all. The split left ND at 9-9 for the season.

The Spartans came to South Bend after a disastrous weekend of Big Ten ball. They dropped four games to Indiana and Ohio State, being completely shocked at the bat. The weather could only help a hitting revival, however, with the wind blowing hard and straight out.

MSU used the wind on the game’s first play. First baseman Joe Gavel (nicknamed “Nanty Glo” after his hometown of Nasty Glo, Pa.) lifted a pop fly ten feet down the third base line. Catcher Joe Keenan called for it, pitcher Bob Arnzen called him off, and the ball fell untouched. It was the beginning of a fun day for Gavel, whose slugging average has been close to .500 all year, and a terrible one for Arnzen.

Two more singles, the run-producer by left fielder Bob Boyce, scored a run, but Arnzen pitched out of further trouble. The Spartans added single runs in the second and third innings, the last one unearned because of an error by first-sacker Chuck Horan, one of six Irish miscues.

Arnzen took matters into his own hands in the bottom of the third. Spartan hurler Kurt Maas, who had blanked the Irish for two innings, served up a fat 0-2 pitch to Arnic who promptly rapped one over the left field fence with Phil Krill on base via a double. Arnic doubled, ND caught offsides at the plate, and the inning was over.

The Irish could only help the Irish by getting to wind up with Bob Jaeger at the mound. His record improved to 1-1 as Notre Dame moved into a first-place tie at 9-9 with Michigan State; Michigan, which has a .500 record, beat Michigan State on the same day.

By Mike Pavlin

The weather couldn’t have been better, the wind blowing hard and straight in from the west. The game’s first play. First baseman Joe Gavel (nicknamed “Nanty Glo” after his hometown of Nasty Glo, Pa.) lifted a pop fly ten feet down the third base line. Catcher Joe Keenan called for it, pitcher Bob Arnzen called him off, and the ball fell untouched. It was the beginning of a fun day for Gavel, whose slugging average has been close to .500 all year, and a terrible one for Arnzen.

Two more singles, the run-producer by left fielder Bob Boyce, scored a run, but Arnzen pitched out of further trouble. The Spartans added single runs in the second and third innings, the last one unearned because of an error by first-sacker Chuck Horan, one of six Irish miscues.

Arnzen took matters into his own hands in the bottom of the third. Spartan hurler Kurt Maas, who had blanked the Irish for two innings, served up a fat 0-2 pitch to Arnic who promptly rapped one over the left field fence with Phil Krill on base via a double. Arnic doubled, ND caught offsides at the plate, and the inning was over.

With the wind blowing in from the west, the game’s first play. First baseman Joe Gavel (nicknamed “Nanty Glo” after his hometown of Nasty Glo, Pa.) lifted a pop fly ten feet down the third base line. Catcher Joe Keenan called for it, pitcher Bob Arnzen called him off, and the ball fell untouched. It was the beginning of a fun day for Gavel, whose slugging average has been close to .500 all year, and a terrible one for Arnzen.

Two more singles, the run-producer by left fielder Bob Boyce, scored a run, but Arnzen pitched out of further trouble. The Spartans added single runs in the second and third innings, the last one unearned because of an error by first-sacker Chuck Horan, one of six Irish miscues.

Arnzen took matters into his own hands in the bottom of the third. Spartan hurler Kurt Maas, who had blanked the Irish for two innings, served up a fat 0-2 pitch to Arnic who promptly rapped one over the left field fence with Phil Krill on base via a double. Arnic doubled, ND caught offsides at the plate, and the inning was over.

The Irish could only help the Irish by getting to wind up with Bob Jaeger at the mound. His record improved to 1-1 as Notre Dame moved into a first-place tie at 9-9 with Michigan State; Michigan, which has a .500 record, beat Michigan State on the same day.

Wednesday, the Irish wasted a lead-off triple by Orna, when Jim Wright hit a liner directly into the glove of shortstop Rainey. The Irish could only help the Irish by getting to wind up with Bob Jaeger at the mound. His record improved to 1-1 as Notre Dame moved into a first-place tie at 9-9 with Michigan State; Michigan, which has a .500 record, beat Michigan State on the same day.